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Experimental Quantum Science: Systems

Traditional solid state materials

Solid state qubits (SC qubits, Majorana wires, NV centers …)

Cold atomic systems (neutral atoms, ions, molecules …)

Photonic/phononic systems (cavities, nanophotonics,…)  



Quantum Science: Goals

1) Quantum computing

2) Quantum simulation 
(quantum many-body physics)

3) Quantum metrology
(use quantum states/systems for precision measurement)

4) Quantum networks

Key ingredient: Large-scale entanglement

Goal: Outperform classical counterparts



‘Entanglement challenge’
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1. Entanglement Growth vs Error Rate

2. Scalability vs Controllability

3. Benchmarking

Can we address these challenges with tweezer trapped atoms?



Outline
A) Intro to tweezer arrays and Rydberg 
interactions

B) Single & two-qubit results, tweezer clocks

C) Benchmarking from 
‘random state ensembles

D) Quantum vs classical comparison for 
large-scale entangled states with N=60
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-



Optical tweezers and 
atom-by-atom assembly

ME*, Bernien*, Keesling*, Levine* et al. Science 354, 1024 (2016)
See also: Browaeys Group: Science 354, 1021 (2016)



Optical tweezer

1um

N. Schlosser, G. Reymond, I. Protsenko and P. Grangier, “Sub-poissonian loading of single atoms in a microscopic dipole trap”, 
Nature 411, 1024 (2001)



Tweezer Arrays
1d or 2d array generation with crossed AODs 100x100 of EMPTY tweezers

AOD X

RF1

RF2
AO

D Y

(Caltech data)

First large arrays: Single-Atom Trapping in Holographic 2D Arrays of Microtraps with Arbitrary Geometries
F. Nogrette, H. Labuhn, S. Ravets, D. Barredo, L. Béguin, A. Vernier, T. Lahaye, and A. Browaeys
Phys. Rev. X 4, 021034



Stochastic loading

Single shots Average image

Caltech data : Cooper, Covey, Madjarov, Porsev, Safronova, ME, PRX 8, 041055 (2018)

Challenge: stochastic loading (either 0 or 1 atom per tweezer)

How can we generate large, defect-free arrays?



Atom-by-atom scheme

2. Image and remove empty traps

3. Rearrange remaining traps to form a defect-free array

1. Tweezers loaded from a cold cloud of atoms

ME*, Bernien*, Keesling*, Levine* et al. Science 354, 1024 (2016)
See also: Browaeys Group, Science 354, 1021 (2016) & KAIST group
Original proposals: Weiss et al., Phys. Rev. A 70, 040302 (2004), Vala et al., Phys. Rev. A 71, 032324 (2005)

Varying geometries:



Atom-by-atom assembly

Original Proposal: Weiss et al., Phys. Rev. A 70, 040302 (2004), Vala et al., Phys. Rev. A 71, 032324 (2005)

Browaeys, Paris

Ahn, KAIST

Harvard

Weiss, Pennstate (optical lattice)

• defect-free arrays of hundreds of atoms in 1d, 2d, and quasi-3d
• atomic distances adjustable ~1um - 100um
• flexible geometries
• much faster rep. rate compared to traditional cold atom exp.

+ few others 
including Chicago 
Caltech, …

Limits:
• Number of traps
• Total success prob. ~ 𝑝!, 𝑝 =single-atom rearrangement prob. 



Interaction mechanisms

Hubbard-type

Dipole-dipole

Rydberg States
(or molecules)

Photon-mediated



Rydberg interactions and limits

Bernien, Schwartz, Keesling, Levine, Omran, Pichler, Choi, Zibrov, ME,
Greiner, Vuletić, Lukin, Nature 551, 579, (2017).  And others …



Rydberg atoms

electronic
ground state
size ≈ 0.2 nm

Go to high principal
quantum number

N≫1
N=70
size > 200 nm

Interaction suited for typical 
atomic distances!

Strong van der Waals interactions:
• scale as N11/R6

• for N=70: ~10GHz @ 2μm
~1MHz @ 10μm



Rydberg array Hamiltonian

Rabi frequency 
(coupling strength) 
controlled by laser intensity

Ω

|r>

|g>

𝜈$

Interaction strength 
controlled by distance



Rydberg array Hamiltonian
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Quantum Science Applications

Review: Browaeys, Lahaye, Nature Physics 16, 132 (2020)
Nature 551, 579 (2017), Nature 568, 207 (2019) [ME]

Quantum simulation/
Many-body physics

Quantum magnetism/
Quantum phase transitions

Topological physics

Quantum computing/
Entangled state generation

Open:
• CFTs
• Lattice gauge theories
• Confinement
• Quantum chaos
• …

PRL 121, 123603 (2019), Science 365, 570 (2020) [ME] 

GHZ states ~ 20 qubits
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FIG. 1. Experimental scheme and entanglement proce-
dure. A, 87Rb atoms initially in a ground state |0i =��5S1/2, F = 2,mF = �2

↵
are coupled to a Rydberg state |1i =��70S1/2,mJ = �1/2

↵
by a light field with a coupling strength

⌦/(2⇡)  5MHz and a variable detuning �. Local addressing
beams at 840 nm target the edge atoms, reducing the energy
of |0i at those sites by a light shift �e. B, Many-body energy
gap spectrum of N = 8 atoms, including energy shifts on the
edge atoms. For positive detuning, the states with one ground
state atom on the edges are favored over states with a Ryd-
berg atom on both edges. An adiabatic pathway connects the
state |GN i = |000 · · · i with the two GHZ components. Gray
lines in the spectrum are energies associated with antisym-
metric states, which are not coupled to the initial state by
Hamiltonian (2). C, Method to control the phase � of GHZ
states. Every other site of the array is illuminated with a local
addressing beam at 420 nm, which imposes a negative di↵er-
ential light shift �p on the |0i-to-|1i transition. The o↵set
in state |0101 · · · i relative to |1010 · · · i leads to an evolving
dynamical phase.

number N of atoms. For large negative detuning � of
the Rydberg laser, the many-body ground state of the
Hamiltonian (2) is |GN i = |0000 · · · i. For large uniform
positive detuning �i = �, the ground-state manifold
consists of N/2 + 1 nearly degenerate classical config-
urations with N/2 Rydberg excitations. These include
in particular the two target antiferromagnetic configura-
tions |AN i = |0101 · · · 01i and

��AN

↵
= |1010 · · · 10i [24],

as well as other states with nearly identical energy (up to
a weak second-nearest neighbor interaction), with both

edges excited, such as |10010 · · · 01i. To isolate a co-
herent superposition of states |AN i and

��AN

↵
, we in-

troduced local light shifts �e using o↵-resonant laser
beams at 840 nm, generated with an acousto-optic de-
flector (AOD), which energetically penalize the excita-
tion of edge atoms (Fig. 1A), and e↵ectively eliminate
the contribution of undesired components. In this case,
the ground state for positive detuning is given by the
GHZ state (1) and there exists in principle an adiabatic
pathway that transforms the state |GN i into |GHZN i by
adiabatically increasing �(t) from negative to positive
values (Fig. 1B).

In practice, the time necessary to adiabatically prepare
such a GHZ state grows with system size and becomes
prohibitively long for large N , owing to small energy gaps
in the many-body spectrum. To address this limitation,
we used optimal control methods to find laser pulses that
maximize the GHZ state preparation fidelity while min-
imizing the amount of time necessary. Our specific im-
plementation, the remote dressed chopped-random basis
algorithm (RedCRAB) [25, 26], yields optimal shapes of
the laser intensity and detuning for the given experimen-
tal conditions [27]. For N  8 atoms, we performed
this optimization using �e/(2⇡) ⇡ �4.5MHz light shifts
on the edge atoms. For larger systems of N > 8, the
preparation was found to be more robust by increasing
the edge light shifts to �e/(2⇡) ⇡ �6MHz and adding
�4,N�3/(2⇡) ⇡ �1.5MHz light shifts on the third site
from both edges.

Our experiments are based on the optical tweezer
platform and experimental procedure described previ-
ously [20]. After the initialization of a defect-free N -
atom array, the traps were switched o↵ while the atoms
were illuminated with the Rydberg and local light shift
beams. The internal state of the atoms is subsequently
measured by imaging state |0i atoms recaptured in the
traps, while Rydberg atoms are repelled by the trapping
light [28]. The results of such experiments for a 20-atom
array are demonstrated in Fig. 2. After applying the op-
timized pulse shown in Fig. 2B, we measured the proba-
bility of observing di↵erent patterns pn = hn| ⇢ |ni in the
computational basis, where ⇢ is the density operator of
the prepared state. The measured probability to observe
each one of the 220 possible patterns in a 20-atom array
is shown in Fig. 2A. The states |A20i and

��A20

↵
clearly

stand out (Fig. 2A, blue bars) with a combined probabil-
ity of 0.585(14) and almost equal probability of observing
each one.

To characterize the experimentally prepared state ⇢,
we evaluated the GHZ state fidelity

F = hGHZN | ⇢ |GHZN i = 1

2

�
pAN + pAN

+ cN + c
⇤
N

�

(3)
where pAN and pAN

are the populations in the target

components and cN =
⌦
AN

�� ⇢ |AN i is the o↵-diagonal

Ground/Rydberg: F~0.97 
Hyperfine: F~0.97

Two qubits
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a two-level system due to the collective coupling from
|11i $ |W i = 1p

2
(|1ri + |r1i), with enhanced Rabi fre-

quency
p
2⌦ and the same detuning � (Fig. 2c, bottom).

For a chosen detuning �, we select the pulse length ⌧

such that the first laser pulse completes a full cycle of a
detuned Rabi oscillation for the |11i system. The same
pulse drives an incomplete Rabi oscillation on the |01i
system. A subsequent phase jump ⌦ ! ⌦e

i⇠ rotates
the orientation of the drive field around the Z axis by
an angle ⇠ such that a second pulse of length ⌧ com-
pletes the oscillation and returns the state to |01i, while
driving a second complete detuned oscillation on the |11i
configuration. By the end of the second pulse, both |01i
and |11i return to their initial positions on the Bloch
sphere but with accumulated dynamical phases �01 and
�11, which depend on the geometric surface area of the
Bloch sphere enclosed by the �-dependent trajectories.
As shown in Fig. 2d, for a specific choice of laser detun-
ing (� ⇡ 0.377⌦), 2�01 � ⇡ = �11, realizing the CZ gate
(1). Remarkably, this gate protocol is faster (total time
2⌧ ⇡ 2.732⇡/⌦) than the traditional approach [7] of se-
quential local pulses (total time 4⇡/⌦), and o↵ers the
additional advantage of requiring only global coupling of
both qubits.

We demonstrate the parallel operation of the CZ gate
on five separate pairs of atoms by using it to create Bell
states of the form |�+i = 1p

2
(|00i+|11i). We initialize all

atomic qubits in |0i, then apply a global X(⇡/2) Raman
pulse to prepare each atom in |�iy = 1p

2
(|0i� i|1i). The

CZ gate protocol, consisting of the two Rydberg laser
pulses, is then applied over a total time of 0.4 µs, dur-
ing which the optical tweezers are turned o↵ to avoid
anti-trapping of the Rydberg state. The pulse sequence
realizes map (1), along with an additional phase rotation
on each qubit due to the light shift of the Rydberg lasers
on the hyperfine qubit states. We embed the CZ im-
plementation in an echo sequence to cancel the e↵ect of
the light shift, and we add an additional short light shift
to eliminate the single-particle phase � [26]. Altogether,
this realizes a unitary that combines the canonical CZ
gate with a global X(⇡) gate (enclosed region in Fig.
3a,d). A final X(⇡/4) rotation produces the Bell state
|�+i (Fig. 3a) [26].

We characterize the experimentally produced state
⇢ by evaluating its fidelity with respect to the target
Bell state F = h�+|⇢|�+i. The fidelity is the sum of
two terms, the first of which is the Bell state popula-
tions, given by the probability of observing |00i or |11i
(Fig. 3b). The second term is the coherence between
|00i and |11i, measured by applying a global Z(✓) rota-
tion followed by a global X(⇡/2) rotation and observing
parity oscillations (Fig. 3a,c) [28]. When evaluating the
contributions to the fidelity, we account for atom popula-
tion left in the Rydberg state after the operation and for
background losses. Both of these correspond to leakage
out of the qubit subspace and can lead to overestimation
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FIG. 3. Bell state preparation and CNOT gate. a)
Quantum circuit used to prepare and probe the |�+i state. b)
Measured populations of the Bell states. Raw measurements
associating |0i with atom presence and |1i with atom absence
yields 97.6(2)% in the target states. Separate measurements
of leakage out of the qubit subspace indicate a small contribu-
tion (light shaded region) to these probabilities; subtracting
this contribution, the measured population is � 95.8(3)%. c)
The parity oscillation with respect to accumulated phase ✓
has a measured amplitude of 94.2(4)%. The resulting lower
bound on Bell state fidelity is F � 95.0(2)% (raw measure-
ments yield F raw = 95.9(2)%). Correction for SPAM errors
results in Fc � 97.4(3)%. d) The CNOT gate is constructed
from our native CZ gate with the addition of local hyper-
fine qubit rotations. e) The four computational basis states
are prepared with average fidelity 96.8(2)%. f) We apply the
CNOT sequence to the four computational basis states and
measure the truth table fidelity to be FCNOT � 94.1(2)%.
Corrected for SPAM errors, the fidelity is Fc

CNOT � 96.5(3)%.
Wireframes on purple bars show ideal outcomes; solid bars
show the raw measurement; the light-shaded top portions of
the bars bound the contribution from qubit leakage. Only the
darker lower region is counted towards fidelities.

of the |1i populations and Bell state fidelities in the raw
measurements. Using separate measurements of atoms in
both hyperfine qubit states [26], we determine a conser-
vative upper bound on these leakage errors and subtract
this contribution (shown in light shaded regions of bar
plots in Figs. 3,4, see [26]). The resulting lower bound

Quantum dynamics
(e.g, many-body scars)
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FIG. 6: Emergent oscillations in many-body dynamics after sudden quench. a, Schematic sequence (top, showing
�(t)) involves adiabatic preparation and then a sudden quench to single-atom resonance. The single-atom trajectories are
shown (bottom) for a 9 atom cluster, with the colour scale indicating the Rydberg probability. We observe that the initial
crystal with a Rydberg excitation at every odd trap site (left inset) collapses after the quench, and a crystal with an excitation
at every even site builds up (middle inset). At a later time the initial crystal revives with a frequency of ⌦/1.38(1) (right
inset). Error bars denote 68% confidence intervals. b, Domain-wall density after the quench. The dynamics decay slowly on
a timescale of 0.88 µs. Shaded region represents the standard error of the mean. Solid blue line is a fully coherent matrix
product state (MPS) simulation with bond dimension D = 256, taking into account measurement fidelity. c, Toy model of
non-interacting dimers (see main text). Blue (white) circles represent atoms in state |gi (|ri). d, Numerical calculations of the
dynamics after a quench, starting from an ideal 25-atom crystal, obtained from exact diagonalization. Domain-wall density
(red) and the growth of entanglement entropy of the half chain (13 atoms; blue) are shown as functions of time after the
quench. Dashed lines take into account only nearest-neighbour (NN) blockade constraint. Solid lines correspond to the full
1/R6 interaction potential.

quench dynamics of Rydberg crystals initially prepared
deep in the Z2 ordered phase, as we change the detun-
ing �(t) suddenly to the single-atom resonance � = 0
(Fig. 6a). After such a quench, we observe oscillations of
many-body states between the initial crystal and a com-
plementary crystal in which each internal atomic state is
inverted (Fig. 6a). Remarkably, we find that these oscil-
lations are robust, persisting over several periods with a
frequency that is largely independent of the system size.
This is confirmed by measuring the dynamics of the do-
main wall density, which signals the appearance and dis-
appearance of the crystalline states, shown in Fig. 6b for
arrays of 9 and 51 atoms. We find that the initial crystal
repeatedly revives with a period that is slower by a fac-
tor of 1.38(1) (error denotes the uncertainty in the fit)
compared to the Rabi-oscillation period for independent,
non-interacting atoms.

DISCUSSION

Several important features of these experimental obser-
vations should be noted. First, the Z2 ordered state can-
not be characterized by a simple thermal ensemble. More
specifically, if an e↵ective temperature is estimated based
on the experimentally determined, corrected domain wall
density of 0.1, then the corresponding thermal ensemble
predicts a correlation length ⇠th = 4.48(3), which is sig-
nificantly longer than the measured value ⇠ = 3.03(6)
(Methods). Such a discrepancy is also reflected in dis-
tinct probability distributions for the number of domain
walls (Fig. 5c). These observations suggest that the sys-
tem does not thermalize within the timescale of the Z2

state preparation.

Even more striking is the coherent and persistent oscil-
lation of the crystalline order after the quantum quench.
With respect to the quenched Hamiltonian (� = 0), the
energy density of our Z2 ordered state corresponds to
that of an infinite-temperature ensemble within the man-

Remarkable experimental progress 
but we have only seen the tip of the iceberg.



Experimental challenges and limitations
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<latexit sha1_base64="u8ZBXCC7mSOap9XUPwo6qsvsE0M=">AAACBnicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVssIhiQwApmXoi6lNi1N8gNUZN446uC8D2buK0RctemvtGlRRNt+Q7v+TfP0BRV14MLhnHu59x4nkEIDIR9WYml5ZXUtuZ7a2Nza3knv7jW0HyrG68yXvmo5VHMpPF4HAZK3AsWp60jedMYXkd+84UoL37uGScC7Lh16YiAYBSP10oc13FFiOAKqlH+La/gUd/pcAsW1LJz00hmSK9qEFEqY5MgcEcmXbVLCdqxkUIxqL/3e6fssdLkHTFKt2zYJoDulCgSTfJbqhJoHlI3pkLcN9ajLdXc6f2OGj43SxwNfmfIAz9XvE1Pqaj1xHdPpUhjp314k/uW1QxiUu1PhBSFwjy0WDUKJwcdRJrgvFGcgJ4ZQpoS5FbMRVZSBSS5lQvj6FP9PGmc5u5jLXxUylfM4jiQ6QEcoi2xUQhV0iaqojhi6Qw/oCT1b99aj9WK9LloTVjyzj37AevsE+z+Xiw==</latexit>

R ! R+ �R(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="AeA+iBVX8my6owMyF9zikMjrdq0=">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</latexit>

H = ⌦
X

i

S
x
i ��

X

i

ni + C6

X

i>j

ninj

R
6
ij

Rabi frequency noise 
Detuning noise 

<latexit sha1_base64="my/AhnnP2oaZm9L6rkYnrnQIwQA=">AAACBXicdZC7SgNBFIZn4y3GW9RSi8EgxCbsJiFqF7SxM4K5QHYJs5PZzZDZCzNnlRDS2PgqNhaK2PoOdr6Ns0kEFf1h4Oc753Dm/G4suALT/DAyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57p6WiRFLWpJGIZMcligkesiZwEKwTS0YCV7C2OzxP6+0bJhWPwmsYxcwJiB9yj1MCGvXy+/ZlwHyCbcn9ARApo1s8Q0U46uULZql2alWsMjZL5lSpKdeqVhVbc1JAczV6+Xe7H9EkYCFQQZTqWmYMzphI4FSwSc5OFIsJHRKfdbUNScCUM55eMcGHmvSxF0n9QsBT+n1iTAKlRoGrOwMCA/W7lsK/at0EvBNnzMM4ARbS2SIvERginEaC+1wyCmKkDaGS679iOiCSUNDB5XQIX5fi/02rXLJqpcpVtVA/m8eRRXvoABWRhY5RHV2gBmoiiu7QA3pCz8a98Wi8GK+z1owxn9lFP2S8fQLQ9pgm</latexit>

⌦ ! ⌦(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="llHt+NU3jx7ak91lDVp1nbMijGQ=">AAACBXicdZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlFoNBiM2ym4SoXVALywjmAkkIs5NJMmT2wsxZJSxpbHwVGwtFbH0HO9/G2WQFFf1h4Oc753Dm/G4ouALb/jAyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmlrm901BBJCmr00AEsuUSxQT3WR04CNYKJSOeK1jTHZ8n9eYNk4oH/jVMQtb1yNDnA04JaNQz9zsXTADBHcmHIyBSBrd4jgpw1DPztlU5dUpOEduWPVNiipWyU8ZOSvIoVa1nvnf6AY085gMVRKm2Y4fQjYkETgWb5jqRYiGhYzJkbW194jHVjWdXTPGhJn08CKR+PuAZ/T4RE0+piefqTo/ASP2uJfCvWjuCwUk35n4YAfPpfNEgEhgCnESC+1wyCmKiDaGS679iOiKSUNDB5XQIX5fi/02jaDkVq3RVzlfP0jiyaA8doAJy0DGqoktUQ3VE0R16QE/o2bg3Ho0X43XemjHSmV30Q8bbJ9PFmCg=</latexit>

� ! �(t)
Positional disorder

<latexit sha1_base64="v8LzZ418CybJykaAil5LA9spfX4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eKxgP6QNZbOdtEt3N2F3I5TYX+HFgyJe/Tne/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFCWfaeN63s7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbOk4VxTqNeaxaIdHImcS6YYZjK1FIRMixGQ5vJn7zEZVmsbw3owQDQfqSRYwSY6WHJ6+jiOxz7JbKXsWbwl0kfk7KkKPWLX11ejFNBUpDOdG67XuJCTKiDKMcx8VOqjEhdEj62LZUEoE6yKYHj91jq/TcKFa2pHGn6u+JjAitRyK0nYKYgZ73JuJ/Xjs10VWQMZmkBiWdLYpS7prYnXzv9phCavjIEkIVs7e6dEAUocZmVLQh+PMvL5LGacW/qJzdnZer13kcBTiEIzgBHy6hCrdQgzpQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+Zq1LTj5zAH/gfP4At8WQXQ==</latexit>

|0i

<latexit sha1_base64="4uitbJz+18Lzr6OUqsjeBHJmTKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eKxgP6QNZbOdtEt3N2F3I5TYX+HFgyJe/Tne/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFCWfaeN63s7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbOk4VxTqNeaxaIdHImcS6YYZjK1FIRMixGQ5vJn7zEZVmsbw3owQDQfqSRYwSY6WHJ7+jiOxz7JbKXsWbwl0kfk7KkKPWLX11ejFNBUpDOdG67XuJCTKiDKMcx8VOqjEhdEj62LZUEoE6yKYHj91jq/TcKFa2pHGn6u+JjAitRyK0nYKYgZ73JuJ/Xjs10VWQMZmkBiWdLYpS7prYnXzv9phCavjIEkIVs7e6dEAUocZmVLQh+PMvL5LGacW/qJzdnZer13kcBTiEIzgBHy6hCrdQgzpQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+Zq1LTj5zAH/gfP4AuVCQXg==</latexit>

|1i

<latexit sha1_base64="IMJMIVmxNQE14gGbskSPTjKrysI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eKxgP6QNZbOdtEt3N2F3I5TYX+HFgyJe/Tne/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFCWfaeN63s7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbOk4VxTqNeaxaIdHImcS6YYZjK1FIRMixGQ5vJn7zEZVmsbw3owQDQfqSRYwSY6WHJ+woIvscu6WyV/GmcBeJn5My5Kh1S1+dXkxTgdJQTrRu+15igowowyjHcbGTakwIHZI+ti2VRKAOsunBY/fYKj03ipUtadyp+nsiI0LrkQhtpyBmoOe9ifif105NdBVkTCapQUlni6KUuyZ2J9+7PaaQGj6yhFDF7K0uHRBFqLEZFW0I/vzLi6RxWvEvKmd35+XqdR5HAQ7hCE7Ah0uowi3UoA4UBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz8Jm5CS</latexit>

|ei

<latexit sha1_base64="00m/8z+p0Xl9Y+pi11Y9ZYk7SeE=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEVzWp0gduii50WcE+oFNKJk3b0GRmSDJCKcWNv+LGhSJu/Qp3/o2ZtoKKHrhwOOde7r3HjwTXBqEPJ7WwuLS8kl7NrK1vbG652zt1HcaKshoNRaiaPtFM8IDVDDeCNSPFiPQFa/jDi8Rv3DKleRjcmFHE2pL0A97jlBgrddw975JISaCnuYT4GCPknUFPxlB33CzKIYQwxjAhuFhAlpTLpTwuQZxYFlkwR7XjvnvdkMaSBYYKonULo8i0x0QZTgWbZLxYs4jQIemzlqUBkUy3x9MXJvDQKl3YC5WtwMCp+n1iTKTWI+nbTknMQP/2EvEvrxWbXqk95kEUGxbQ2aJeLKAJYZIH7HLFqBEjSwhV3N4K6YAoQo1NLWND+PoU/k/q+Rwu5E6uT7OV83kcabAPDsARwKAIKuAKVEENUHAHHsATeHbunUfnxXmdtaac+cwu+AHn7RNaPJWA</latexit>

� ⇠ 1/100 µs

<latexit sha1_base64="z+JvO3lUOmA6Offh30b6WklBL9c=">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</latexit>

�e↵ ⇠ 1/50 µs

Spontaneous decayPreparation errorReadout error
<latexit sha1_base64="r3Ip9+tMhaMwoaMJMiTJlG5frww=">AAACC3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tlgTB6rgzohERRBvLCMYEcjHsbSbJkr0PdufEcKS38a/YWChi6x+w89+4iSk08cHA2/dm2Jnnx1JodJwvKzM3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7dudJQoDlUeyUjVfaZBihCqKFBCPVbAAl9Cze9fjPzaHSgtovAaBzE0A9YNRUdwhkZq5Qsewj2mYHftIfVOvBPq2Mfl29R1nCE9NQ+31MoXHdsZg84Sd0KKZIJKK//ptSOeBBAil0zrhuvE2EyZQsElDHNeoiFmvM+60DA0ZAHoZjq+ZUh3jdKmnUiZCpGO1d8TKQu0HgS+6QwY9vS0NxL/8xoJdsrNVIRxghDyn486iaQY0VEwtC0UcJQDQxhXwuxKeY8pxtHElzMhuNMnz5Kbfds9tEtXB8Wz80kcWbJDCmSPuOSInJFLUiFVwskDeSIv5NV6tJ6tN+v9pzVjTWa2yR9YH9/F0Zer</latexit>

e.g. 0.98100 = 0.13
<latexit sha1_base64="+GtRFLDL88VGMrP8LPJg2CJSS+U=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKnZVfFB15EL54kgkmEbAyzk04cnJ1dZ3rFsOZbvPgrXjwo6knwY5wke/BVMFBd1U1PV5hIYdDzPpyR0bHxicmp6cLM7Nz8QnFxqWriVHOo8FjG+jxkBqRQUEGBEs4TDSwKJdTCq6O+X7sBbUSszrCbQCNiHSXagjO0UrO4FyDcYgZux+3RYJ/eBYkRTY8GmqmOBBoouKZ3Xl5eZEGMIgJDT3rNYslzvQHoX+LnpERylJvFt6AV8zQChVwyY+q+l2AjYxoFl9ArBKmBhPEr1oG6pYrZPY1scGKPrlmlRduxtk8hHajfJzIWGdONQtsZMbw0v72++J9XT7G928iESlIExYeL2qmkGNN+XrQlNHCUXUsY18L+lfJLphlHm2rBhuD/PvkvqW64/ra7ebpVOjjM45giK2SVrBOf7JADckzKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvA9bR5x8Zpn8gPP5BZv/o78=</latexit>

e.g. | 0i 6= |0i⌦N



Can we potentially improve on this by 
using alkaline earth atoms?

Are there qualitatively different 
applications?



Alkaline Earth Atoms

88Sr

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

88Sr atom array

See previous work: Yb quantum gas microscopes (Takahashi, Kozuma)
See related AEA tweezer array work at JILA (A. Kaufman) and Princeton (J. Thompson)

High-fidelity imaging
Covey et al, PRL (2019)
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Tweezer clock
Madjarov et al, PRX (2019)

High-fidelity Rydberg
Madjarov, et al, Nat. Phys. 

(2020)

First imaging
+ Narrow-line cooling

Cooper et al, PRX (2018)
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Cooling

Alkaline-earth-(like) atoms: Two valence electrons
-> Narrow optical transitions & Meta-stable states (typically used in optical clocks)



meta-stable state (𝜏 > 100𝑠)
= new ground state

Gil et al., PRL 112, 103601 (2014), Lochead et al., PRA 87, 053409 (2013)
See Princeton (J. Thompson) for first trapping results: Wilson, Saskin, Meng, Ma, Burgers, Thompson, PRL 128 (3), 033201(2019)

Main features:

• Large Rabi frequencies possible

• No extra decoherence from intermediate state

• Atoms are very cold (⟨𝑛⟩ ~ 0.2)

• New detection schemes (auto-ionization, F>0.996)

• Rydberg states are trappable

AEA Rydberg scheme



AEA Rabi Oscillations
n=61 Rabi oscillations (non-interacting, large distance, ∆= 0)

Madjarov*, Covey*, Shaw, Choi, Kale, Cooper, Pichler, Schkolnik, Williams, ME, Nature Physics 16, 857 (2020)

• First Rydberg Rabi oscillation with single AEAs
• Ω ~ 6 - 15 MHZ
• Pi-pulse fidelity ~ 0.995 

(without correcting for preparation & detection errors) 
• About ~50 oscillations visible (1/e time)



AEA Blockade
Use assembly to generate pairs

3.6um 11um

Ω

Madjarov*, Covey*, Shaw, Choi, Kale, Cooper, Pichler, Schkolnik, Williams, ME, Nature Physics 16, 857 (2020)

• First Rydberg blockade with AEAs
• Bell state fidelity:
> 0.98 uncorrected
> 0.99 corrected for state prep and measurement error

2

• Important for:
• Quantum simulation
• Quantum information (gates)
• Quantum metrology 



Clock transition control



698nm

5s2
1S0

Clock state control
Control of optical transition to metastable clock state

Currently achieve ~0.99 pi-fidelity

• What’s the minimal linewidth we can achieve?
• Can we build an optical clock out of this?



‘’Tweezer clock’’

Madjarov, Cooper, Shaw, Covey, Schkolnik, Yoon, Williams, ME, PRX 9, 041052 (2019)
See also JILA (A. Kaufman): Norcia, Young, Eckner, Oelker, Ye, Kaufman, Science 366, 6461 (2019)
Young, Eckner, Milner, Kedar, Norcia, Oelker, Schine, Ye, Kaufman, arXiv:2004.06095 (2020)

Site-resolved error signal:

Programmable controlPrecision measurements



Rydberg and Clock

698nm
5s2

1S0

698nm
5s2

1S0

1) Rydberg only: 3) Rydberg + clock 
(+ nuclear spins):

2) Clock only:

• |g> ↔ |r> qubit
• Quantum Simulation
• Quantum Optimization

|g>

|r>

• |s> ↔ |g> transition
• Tweezer Clock

• |s> ↔ |g> qubit
• Quantum Metrology
• Quantum Computing

Gil et al., PRL 112, 103601 (2014)

|s>

|g>

|s>

|g>

|r>

Some work in progress:
• Single-site rotations
• Two-qubit gates for |s> ↔ |g>
• Can we have a fully ‘programmable quantum clock’?  



How to benchmark many-body systems?

J. Choi*, A. L. Shaw*,  et al. arXiv:2103.03535 (2021)
Cotler*, Mark*, Huang*, et al. arXiv:2103.03536 (2021)
Mark, et al., arXiv:2205.12211 (2022)  

Soonwon Choi (MIT)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.03535.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.03536.pdf


‘Entanglement challenge’
tim

e

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ Ψ! ∝ 0 1 + 1 0 |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩Ψ" ∝ 0 1 + 1 0 0 0 + 1 1
+( 0 0 + 1 1 )( 0 1 + 1 0 )

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩Ψ# ∝ (𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓) 𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓

Entanglement Growth vs Error Rate

Benchmarking



Quantum simulator benchmarking

Time

<latexit sha1_base64="L0s38cL+PLiY/Zp/Lnm7Rre5F8c=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BLx4jmAdklzA76U2GzM6uM7OBEPMdXjwo4tWP8ebfOHkcNLGgoajqprsrTAXXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6CRTDOssEYlqhVSj4BLrhhuBrVQhjUOBzXBwO/WbQ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqTPOKMGisFT35Nc+IrKnsCO8WSW3ZnIKvEW5ASLFDrFL/8bsKyGKVhgmrd9tzUBGOqDGcCJwU/05hSNqA9bFsqaYw6GM+OnpAzq3RJlChb0pCZ+ntiTGOtR3FoO2Nq+nrZm4r/ee3MRNfBmMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMk2AdLlCZsTIEsoUt7cS1qeKMmNzKtgQvOWXV0mjUvYuy5X7i1L1ZhFHHk7gFM7Bgyuowh3UoA4MHuEZXuHNGTovzrvzMW/NOYuZY/gD5/MHlUOR/A==</latexit>

| i

Pure state from theory

<latexit sha1_base64="uPFvTL/JplIEHt/CVT0dRdnP82c=">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</latexit>

Fidelity: F = h |⇢exp| i

Mixed state from experiment

=
<latexit sha1_base64="L0s38cL+PLiY/Zp/Lnm7Rre5F8c=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BLx4jmAdklzA76U2GzM6uM7OBEPMdXjwo4tWP8ebfOHkcNLGgoajqprsrTAXXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6CRTDOssEYlqhVSj4BLrhhuBrVQhjUOBzXBwO/WbQ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqTPOKMGisFT35Nc+IrKnsCO8WSW3ZnIKvEW5ASLFDrFL/8bsKyGKVhgmrd9tzUBGOqDGcCJwU/05hSNqA9bFsqaYw6GM+OnpAzq3RJlChb0pCZ+ntiTGOtR3FoO2Nq+nrZm4r/ee3MRNfBmMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMk2AdLlCZsTIEsoUt7cS1qeKMmNzKtgQvOWXV0mjUvYuy5X7i1L1ZhFHHk7gFM7Bgyuowh3UoA4MHuEZXuHNGTovzrvzMW/NOYuZY/gD5/MHlUOR/A==</latexit>

| i

Error

Challenge: reconstructing rexp is not possible for large systems

… utilize new insights into quantum chaos to estimate F

See also work by P. Zoller & R. Blatt as well as J. Eisert
J. Choi*, A. L. Shaw*, I. S. Madjarov, X. Xie, J. P. Covey, J.S. Cotler, D. K. Mark, HY Huang, A. Kale, H, Pichler, F. G.S.L. 
Brandão, S. Choi, ME arXiv:2103.03535 (2021)

⇢exp ⇡ F | ih |+ (1� F )⇠error
<latexit sha1_base64="LY3WKoWhG9SQqJN1BdT5VBF24Rc=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-

Features:
• Single basis readout
• Required samples independent of 

system size (in principle)
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Ûj , where j

enumerates over di↵erent program setting. b, Repeatedly
applying explicitly randomized unitary evolution to an
initial state | 0i produces an ensemble of pure quantum
states | ji (blue arrows) which is distributed near-uniformly
over the Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state
ensemble. c, Here we demonstrate a new approach to
creating random state ensembles based on only a single
instance of time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An
initial product state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before
site-resolved projective measurement in the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}. We bipartition the system into two
subsystems A and B, and analyze the conditional
measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA, given a specific
result zB from the complement B. These outcomes are
described by the projected ensemble, a pure state ensemble
in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through measurement of B. d, As
an example for when A consists of a single qubit, conditional
single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are visualized on a
Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e, Numerical
simulations of our experimental system show that the
distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a near-uniform form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

A, and its complement B (Fig. 1c). Explicitly keeping
track of measurement results in B, which are bitstrings of
the form e.g. zB = 100 · · · 010, provides a full description
of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus, for
each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in A,

the set of all of which is generally not orthogonal. To-
gether these states, | A(zB)i, and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble17 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the definition
of localizable entanglement31,32, and in the concept of
conditional wavefunctions33,34. By tracking the time evo-
lution of the projected ensemble through both the states
and probabilities which compose it, we can probe for sig-
natures of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random dis-
tribution (Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems.
There, the central object of interest is the reduced density
operator on A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from tracing out B

from the full density operator ⇢̂. The reduced density op-
erator can be constructed by averaging over the projected
ensemble states, ⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but
as such can only provide information on the mean of en-
semble observables, and never on the actual ensemble
distribution itself.
To elucidate the importance of this distinction and

reveal the emergence of random statistical properties
of the projected ensemble, we employ a Rydberg ana-
log quantum simulator28–30, implemented with alkaline-
earth atoms35–38, which provides high fidelity prepara-
tion, evolution, and readout30 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Meth-
ods). After a variable evolution time, we perform site-
resolved readout in a fixed measurement basis, yielding
experimentally measured bitstrings, z, which we biparti-
tion into bitstrings zA and zB (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, the marginal probability, p(zA), of
measuring a given zA (while ignoring the complementary
zB) agrees with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maxi-
mally mixed state. In the language of quantum thermal-
ization15,39–44, this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A
has reached an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temper-
ature with the complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic
bath15,16,45. For a single qubit in A, such a reduced den-
sity operator is ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
: the qubit has a

probability of being in state |0i of p(zA=0) = 1/DA =
1/2, where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A. As
shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the experi-
mentally measured probabilities, p(zA=0) (grey squares),
equilibrate in agreement with this prediction. We note
that post-selection is applied in accordance with the Ry-
dberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We now contrast this equilibration with the dynam-

ics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of measur-
ing a given zA conditioned on finding an accompany-
ing measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath, zB .
We note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such con-
ditional probabilities yield signatures of the projected
ensemble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we
plot numerically simulated p(zA=0|zB) in grey, with se-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Ûj , where j

enumerates over di↵erent program setting. b, Repeatedly
applying explicitly randomized unitary evolution to an
initial state | 0i produces an ensemble of pure quantum
states | ji (blue arrows) which is distributed near-uniformly
over the Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state
ensemble. c, Here we demonstrate a new approach to
creating random state ensembles based on only a single
instance of time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An
initial product state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before
site-resolved projective measurement in the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}. We bipartition the system into two
subsystems A and B, and analyze the conditional
measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA, given a specific
result zB from the complement B. These outcomes are
described by the projected ensemble, a pure state ensemble
in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through measurement of B. d, As
an example for when A consists of a single qubit, conditional
single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are visualized on a
Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e, Numerical
simulations of our experimental system show that the
distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a near-uniform form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

A, and its complement B (Fig. 1c). Explicitly keeping
track of measurement results in B, which are bitstrings of
the form e.g. zB = 100 · · · 010, provides a full description
of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus, for
each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in A,

the set of all of which is generally not orthogonal. To-
gether these states, | A(zB)i, and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble17 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the definition
of localizable entanglement31,32, and in the concept of
conditional wavefunctions33,34. By tracking the time evo-
lution of the projected ensemble through both the states
and probabilities which compose it, we can probe for sig-
natures of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random dis-
tribution (Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems.
There, the central object of interest is the reduced density
operator on A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from tracing out B

from the full density operator ⇢̂. The reduced density op-
erator can be constructed by averaging over the projected
ensemble states, ⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but
as such can only provide information on the mean of en-
semble observables, and never on the actual ensemble
distribution itself.
To elucidate the importance of this distinction and

reveal the emergence of random statistical properties
of the projected ensemble, we employ a Rydberg ana-
log quantum simulator28–30, implemented with alkaline-
earth atoms35–38, which provides high fidelity prepara-
tion, evolution, and readout30 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Meth-
ods). After a variable evolution time, we perform site-
resolved readout in a fixed measurement basis, yielding
experimentally measured bitstrings, z, which we biparti-
tion into bitstrings zA and zB (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, the marginal probability, p(zA), of
measuring a given zA (while ignoring the complementary
zB) agrees with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maxi-
mally mixed state. In the language of quantum thermal-
ization15,39–44, this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A
has reached an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temper-
ature with the complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic
bath15,16,45. For a single qubit in A, such a reduced den-
sity operator is ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
: the qubit has a

probability of being in state |0i of p(zA=0) = 1/DA =
1/2, where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A. As
shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the experi-
mentally measured probabilities, p(zA=0) (grey squares),
equilibrate in agreement with this prediction. We note
that post-selection is applied in accordance with the Ry-
dberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We now contrast this equilibration with the dynam-

ics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of measur-
ing a given zA conditioned on finding an accompany-
ing measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath, zB .
We note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such con-
ditional probabilities yield signatures of the projected
ensemble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we
plot numerically simulated p(zA=0|zB) in grey, with se-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-
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Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Ûj , where j

enumerates over di↵erent program setting. b, Repeatedly
applying explicitly randomized unitary evolution to an
initial state | 0i produces an ensemble of pure quantum
states | ji (blue arrows) which is distributed near-uniformly
over the Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state
ensemble. c, Here we demonstrate a new approach to
creating random state ensembles based on only a single
instance of time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An
initial product state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before
site-resolved projective measurement in the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}. We bipartition the system into two
subsystems A and B, and analyze the conditional
measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA, given a specific
result zB from the complement B. These outcomes are
described by the projected ensemble, a pure state ensemble
in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through measurement of B. d, As
an example for when A consists of a single qubit, conditional
single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are visualized on a
Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e, Numerical
simulations of our experimental system show that the
distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a near-uniform form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

A, and its complement B (Fig. 1c). Explicitly keeping
track of measurement results in B, which are bitstrings of
the form e.g. zB = 100 · · · 010, provides a full description
of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus, for
each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in A,

the set of all of which is generally not orthogonal. To-
gether these states, | A(zB)i, and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble17 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the definition
of localizable entanglement31,32, and in the concept of
conditional wavefunctions33,34. By tracking the time evo-
lution of the projected ensemble through both the states
and probabilities which compose it, we can probe for sig-
natures of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random dis-
tribution (Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems.
There, the central object of interest is the reduced density
operator on A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from tracing out B

from the full density operator ⇢̂. The reduced density op-
erator can be constructed by averaging over the projected
ensemble states, ⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but
as such can only provide information on the mean of en-
semble observables, and never on the actual ensemble
distribution itself.
To elucidate the importance of this distinction and

reveal the emergence of random statistical properties
of the projected ensemble, we employ a Rydberg ana-
log quantum simulator28–30, implemented with alkaline-
earth atoms35–38, which provides high fidelity prepara-
tion, evolution, and readout30 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Meth-
ods). After a variable evolution time, we perform site-
resolved readout in a fixed measurement basis, yielding
experimentally measured bitstrings, z, which we biparti-
tion into bitstrings zA and zB (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, the marginal probability, p(zA), of
measuring a given zA (while ignoring the complementary
zB) agrees with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maxi-
mally mixed state. In the language of quantum thermal-
ization15,39–44, this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A
has reached an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temper-
ature with the complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic
bath15,16,45. For a single qubit in A, such a reduced den-
sity operator is ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
: the qubit has a

probability of being in state |0i of p(zA=0) = 1/DA =
1/2, where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A. As
shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the experi-
mentally measured probabilities, p(zA=0) (grey squares),
equilibrate in agreement with this prediction. We note
that post-selection is applied in accordance with the Ry-
dberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We now contrast this equilibration with the dynam-

ics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of measur-
ing a given zA conditioned on finding an accompany-
ing measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath, zB .
We note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such con-
ditional probabilities yield signatures of the projected
ensemble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we
plot numerically simulated p(zA=0|zB) in grey, with se-
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Random state ensembles from temporal sampling
What about sampling from different evolution times?
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Concentration effect due to decoherence
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What about sampling from different evolution times?
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Are these states actually randomly distributed?
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But: probabilities are fixed

Temporal sampling -> random phase ensemble

Energy eigenstates

No! At best, phases are random

Preliminary!

~ some signatures of random ensembles
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What about sampling from different evolution times?
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Ergodic many-body dynamics forms 
a ‘’random phase ensemble”

1) Full counting statistics is Porter-Thomas/anti-concentrated (for generic measurement)

2) 2nd moment -> Swap operator -> Benchmarking possible

⇢(2) = ⇢(1) ⌦ ⇢(1)(1̂ + Ŝ)� �̂(2)
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Rydberg Mixed Ising XXZ Hubbard …

Universal
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Measurement-induced generation

Thought experiment:
1) Projective measurements in B
2) For each outcome, we define a state in A
3) Defines an ensemble of states (the “projected ensemble”) at a fixed time

2

Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

enumerates over di↵erent program setting. b, Repeatedly
applying explicitly randomized unitary evolution to an
initial state | 0i produces an ensemble of pure quantum
states | ji (blue arrows) which is distributed near-uniformly
over the Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state
ensemble. c, Here we demonstrate a new approach to
creating random state ensembles based on only a single
instance of time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An
initial product state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before
site-resolved projective measurement in the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}. We bipartition the system into two
subsystems A and B of length LA and LB , respectively, and
analyze the conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem
A, zA, given a specific result zB from the complement B.
These outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a
pure state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a near-random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

description of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus, for
each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in A.
On aggregate these states and their respective probabili-
ties, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensemble18

(Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the definition of lo-

calizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept of condi-
tional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the time evolution
of the projected ensemble through both the states and
probabilities which compose it, we can probe for signa-
tures of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distri-
bution (Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typi-

cal studies of equilibration in quantum many-body sys-
tems. There, the central object of interest is the re-
duced density operator on A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found
from tracing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂.
Such a reduced density operator can be constructed
by averaging over the projected ensemble states, ⇢̂A =P

zB
p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes of ⇢̂A

only provide information about averages of ensemble ob-
servables, by studying the full ensemble of states, we
probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a vari-
able evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in
a fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z. To probe projected ensembles for var-
ious possible subsystems A and complements B, we bi-
partition these into bitstrings zA and zB (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
a single qubit in A, such a reduced density operator
is ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
: the qubit has a probabil-

ity of being in state |0i of p(zA = 0) = 1/DA = 0.5,
where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A. As shown in
Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the experimentally
measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey squares), equi-
librate in agreement with this prediction; we note that
post-selection is applied in accordance with the Rydberg
blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration with the dynamics of

conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of measuring a given
zA conditioned on finding an accompanying measurement
outcome in the intrinsic bath, zB ; note the marginal
probability for finding zA is the weighted average over
conditional probabilities, p(zA) =

P
zB

p(zB)p(zA|zB).
More generally, while p(zA) yields information of the
reduced density operator, such conditional probabilities
yield signatures of the projected ensemble, as p(zA|zB) =
|hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot numerically simulated
p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with selected traces (high-
lighted in color) and their corresponding experimental
data (circle markers). We find that the conditional prob-

2

Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-

2

Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

enumerates over di↵erent program setting. b, Repeatedly
applying explicitly randomized unitary evolution to an
initial state | 0i produces an ensemble of pure quantum
states | ji (blue arrows) which is distributed near-uniformly
over the Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state
ensemble. c, Here we demonstrate a new approach to
creating random state ensembles based on only a single
instance of time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An
initial product state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before
site-resolved projective measurement in the computational
basis {|0i, |1i}. We bipartition the system into two
subsystems A and B of length LA and LB , respectively, and
analyze the conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem
A, zA, given a specific result zB from the complement B.
These outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a
pure state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a near-random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

description of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus, for
each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in A.
On aggregate these states and their respective probabili-
ties, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensemble18

(Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the definition of lo-

calizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept of condi-
tional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the time evolution
of the projected ensemble through both the states and
probabilities which compose it, we can probe for signa-
tures of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distri-
bution (Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typi-

cal studies of equilibration in quantum many-body sys-
tems. There, the central object of interest is the re-
duced density operator on A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found
from tracing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂.
Such a reduced density operator can be constructed
by averaging over the projected ensemble states, ⇢̂A =P

zB
p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes of ⇢̂A

only provide information about averages of ensemble ob-
servables, by studying the full ensemble of states, we
probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a vari-
able evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in
a fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z. To probe projected ensembles for var-
ious possible subsystems A and complements B, we bi-
partition these into bitstrings zA and zB (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
a single qubit in A, such a reduced density operator
is ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
: the qubit has a probabil-

ity of being in state |0i of p(zA = 0) = 1/DA = 0.5,
where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A. As shown in
Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the experimentally
measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey squares), equi-
librate in agreement with this prediction; we note that
post-selection is applied in accordance with the Rydberg
blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration with the dynamics of

conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of measuring a given
zA conditioned on finding an accompanying measurement
outcome in the intrinsic bath, zB ; note the marginal
probability for finding zA is the weighted average over
conditional probabilities, p(zA) =

P
zB

p(zB)p(zA|zB).
More generally, while p(zA) yields information of the
reduced density operator, such conditional probabilities
yield signatures of the projected ensemble, as p(zA|zB) =
|hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot numerically simulated
p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with selected traces (high-
lighted in color) and their corresponding experimental
data (circle markers). We find that the conditional prob-

Hamiltonian dynamics at a fixed time t

A

B

Haar-random moments!

3

Fig. 2 | Experimental signatures of random pure
state ensembles. a, We employ a 10-atom Rydberg
quantum simulator to perform Hamiltonian evolution
leading to quantum thermalization at infinite e↵ective
temperature (see main text for details). For a single qubit in
A, we plot the probabilities for finding the qubit in state 0
as a function of time. We first plot the marginal
probabilities p(zA = 0), which equilibrate to ⇠ 0.5 due to
thermalization with B (square markers). In contrast, we plot
conditional probabilities given a specific measured zB in B,
p(zA = 0|zB) (circle markers), which show large fluctuations
even after the marginal probability reaches a steady state;
these then diminish at late times due to decoherence e↵ects.
Such conditional probabilities are signatures of the projected
ensemble as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|

2. Grey lines are
simulated trajectories of p(zA = 0|zB) for all outcomes zB ,
with a few highlighted to be compared with experimental
data (color lines and markers). Decoherence sources47 are
included for simulations after the axis break. b, Histograms,
P (p), of the probabilities p(zA = 0|zB) at intermediate
(⌦t0/2⇡ = 2.3) time; the experimental results are close to a
flat distribution, as expected from an ensemble of uniformly
distributed single-qubit states on a Bloch sphere (right). c,
However, at late (⌦t1/2⇡ = 38) time, decoherence e↵ects
have reduced the purity of the states in A, concentrating
probabilities around 1/DA = 0.5, (see main text). d,e,
Similar agreement with predictions from random state
ensembles is also seen for larger subsystem sizes of A with
higher DA values (Methods). In b-e, black lines and grey
bands are predictions and uncertainties of a DA-dimensional
uniform random ensemble; red dashed lines and blue solid
lines are from simulations with and without decoherence47,
respectively.

abilities are highly fluctuating in a seemingly chaotic
fashion with sensitive dependence on zB , even when the
marginal probability has reached a steady state. In exper-
iments, we note that these fluctuations slowly damp out
over time due to extrinsic decoherence e↵ects from cou-
pling to an external environment at very late time (right

panel, Fig. 2a), but that these decoherence e↵ects do not
appear to a↵ect the late-time marginal probability.
To analyze fluctuations quantitatively, we construct

a histogram P (p) of finding the conditional probability
p(zA|zB) in an interval [p, p+�p], with �p the bin size
(Fig. 2b). We plot such histograms for a time when fluc-
tuations are strong and decoherence e↵ects are small (t0,
Fig. 2b) as well as at very late time (t1, Fig. 2c) when de-
coherence dominates. At t0, the experimental P (p) distri-
bution is essentially flat, as predicted for a Haar-random
ensemble, up to finite-sampling fluctuations and weak
decoherence e↵ects47. Using an open-system numerical
simulation of the experimental evolution, we see these
measurement probabilities correspond to the projected
states being nearly uniformly distributed in the single-
qubit Hilbert space (Bloch spheres in Fig. 2b,c). At t1, de-
coherence e↵ects reduce the purity of projected states sig-
nificantly, leading to P (p) becoming concentrated around
1/DA = 0.5 (Fig. 2c). This indicates that the agreement
between the experimental data and the random ensem-
ble prediction in the Fig. 2b,d is a coherent phenomenon
of closed quantum system dynamics. We further validate
this in Fig. 2d,e by plotting the P (p) for subsystems with
larger Hilbert space dimensions of DA = 3 and 5 (Meth-
ods). Here, the prediction from the Haar-random distri-
bution4 is P (p) = (DA � 1)(1 � p)DA�2, which we note
in the limit DA ! 1, becomes the well-known Porter-
Thomas distribution48, P (p) = DAe

�DAp, a key signa-
ture of the formation of random state ensembles.
We further consider moments of the distributions P (p),

where the kth moment is defined as p
(k) =

P
p
p
k
P (p)

(Fig. 3a). Looking order-by-order, we find after rescal-
ing by a factor of DA · · · (DA + k � 1), moments from
both experiment and numerics quickly approach k!, the
analytical result expected from a Haar-random ensem-
ble47; again, at very late time, moments show a charac-
teristic drop, indicating sensitivity to decoherence e↵ects
(Fig. 3a, right). The convergence to k! is independent of
the details of subsystem selection, whether A is chosen
at the edge, center, or is even discontiguous (Ext. Data
Fig. 2), and universal values are also found for non-local
observables such as two-point correlators47. We stress
that while the present analysis has been carried out solely
for the projected ensemble equilibrated to infinite e↵ec-
tive temperature, signatures of similar universal behav-
ior are seen numerically for finite e↵ective temperature
cases18,47.
Having so far evaluated the projected ensemble solely

through the lens of observables, which were consis-
tent with the states being approximately randomly dis-
tributed, we now turn to directly quantify the degree
of randomness in the projected ensemble by a notion of
‘distance’ not between observables, but between the en-
sembles themselves. To do so, we compare the projected
ensemble against progressively more complex approxima-
tions to the uniformly random state ensemble, so-called
quantum state k-designs49. For the case of a single qubit,
pictured in the Fig. 3b inset, such k-designs are increas-
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Governing principle: 

Ergodic many-body dynamics produces maximum 
entropy pure state ensembles from time-sampling or 
partial projective measurements.

Consequence 1): Universal fluctuations 
(beyond standard stat. mech.)

Consequence 2): Enables fidelity estimation
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Quantum simulator benchmarking
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Challenge: reconstructing rexp is not possible for large systems
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Solution: Estimate F utilizing properties of random state ensembles
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Fidelity estimation for analog quantum simulators
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for quench dynamics with ‘ergodic’ Hamiltonians 
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Model of experiment
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Noisy model serves as a cross check

J. Choi*, A. L. Shaw*,  et al. arXiv:2103.03535 (2021)
Mark, et al., arXiv:2205.12211 (2022)  

Analog quantum simulator in 1d
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Fidelity estimation for analog quantum simulators
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Experiment

Target state
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p0(z)

Model of experiment

J. Choi*, A. L. Shaw*,  et al. arXiv:2103.03535 (2021)
Mark, et al., arXiv:2205.12211 (2022)  

Analog quantum simulator in 1d
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Estimator works for realistic errors

N=20
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‘Entanglement challenge’
tim

e

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ Ψ! ∝ 0 1 + 1 0 |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩Ψ" ∝ 0 1 + 1 0 0 0 + 1 1
+( 0 0 + 1 1 )( 0 1 + 1 0 )

|0⟩ |0⟩ |0⟩Ψ# ∝ (𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓) 𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓

Entanglement Growth vs Error Rate

Benchmarking

What about larger scale systems?

Are these experiments better than classical numerics?



Large-scale benchmarking in 1d

Preliminary! 
Numbers not final



Large-scale benchmarking 

F ⇡ pN0 exp(��(N)t)
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SPAM errors 
(𝑝) ∼ 0.996)

Many-body 
error-rate

Preliminary!

X
−> linear, so far



Large-scale benchmarking 

F ⇡ pN0 exp(��(N)t)
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SPAM errors 
(𝑝) ∼ 0.996)

Many-body 
error-rate

Preliminary!

X
−> linear, so far

How did we benchmark such large 
systems?



MPS-based benchmarking

𝐹>?@

Experiment

Target state
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p0(z)

Use matrix product states (MPS, TEBD): 
Exact up to some max time (even for large N)

For 𝑁 > 35 at late time
→ no exact algorithm

Preliminary!

Cross-check: 
split array



Quantum vs Classical

Time (arb)
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Preliminary!

F>A?

Example: F~5% for N=60 for 
max entanglement entropy 
state

What classical resources are needed for a 
classical algorithm (MPS) to have higher 
fidelity/accuracy than the experiment?
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Classical resource analysis Preliminary!

Classical resources needed for 
𝜓"#$% 𝜓&'((𝜒) |) > 𝜓"#$% ,𝜌%*+ 𝜓"#$%
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/ PXP = 0.56
/ PXP = 0.83

F0 exp(-  t)

• Significant classical resources needed 
• Classical resources keep growing with system size 

Time ~ 3 weeks

Outlook: 2d 



Summary



Summary

• Atom-by-atom assembly + Rydberg with alkali atoms
• ME*, Bernien*, Keesling*, Levine* et al. Science 354, 1024 (2016)
• …

• Alkaline-earth tweezer arrays:
• Arrays of AEAs and narrow line cooling

• Cooper et al. PRX 8, 041055 (2018)

• High-fidelity imaging (and long lifetime)
• Covey et al. PRL 122, 173201 (2019)

• High-fidelity Rydberg control, detection and entanglement
• Madjarov*, Covey* et al. Nature Physics 16, 857 (2020)

• ‘Tweezer clock’
• Madjarov et al. PRX 9, 041052 (2019)

• Random states and benchmarking
• Projected ensembles and benchmarking (up to N=25)

• Choi*, Shaw*, et al., arXiv:2103.03535 (2021)
• Projected ensembles theory

• Cotler*, Mark*, Huang*, et al. arXiv:2103.03536 (2021)
• Benchmarking theory

• Mark, et al., arXiv:2205.12211 (2022)  
• Temporal sampling (unpublished)
• Large-scale benchmarking (N=60, unpublished)

2

Fig. 1 | Random pure state ensembles from
Hamiltonian dynamics. a, A thought experiment,
consisting of a programmable device producing arbitrary
quantum states | ji through unitary operations Uj , where j

is a program setting. b, Repeatedly applying explicitly
randomized unitary evolution to an initial state | 0i

produces an ensemble of pure quantum states | ji (blue
arrows) which is distributed close-to uniformly over the
Hilbert space, H (grey sphere), a random state ensemble. c,
Here we demonstrate a new approach to creating random
state ensembles based on only a single instance of
time-independent Hamiltonian evolution. An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, Ĥ, before site-resolved
projective measurement in the computational basis {|0i,
|1i}. We bipartition the system into two subsystems A and
B of length LA and LB , respectively, and analyze the
conditional measurement outcomes in subsystem A, zA,
given a specific result zB from the complement B. These
outcomes are described by the projected ensemble, a pure
state ensemble in A, {| A(zB)i}, realized through
measurement of B. d, As an example, when LA = 1,
conditional single-qubit quantum states | A(zB)i are
visualized on a Bloch sphere for all possible zB bitstrings. e,
Numerical simulations of our experimental system show that
the distribution of the conditional pure state ensemble in A

changes during evolution into a close-to random form, with
selected states highlighted to demonstrate their late-time
divergence despite similar initial conditions.

of the total system state as

| i =
X

zB

p
p(zB)| A(zB)i ⌦ |zBi, (1)

where p(zB) is the probability of measuring a given bit-
string in B, and | A(zB)i is a pure quantum state in A

conditioned on the measurement outcome in B. Thus,
for each possible zB , there is a well-defined pure state in
A. On aggregate these states and their respective prob-
abilities, p(zB), form what we term the projected ensem-
ble18 (Fig. 1d); similar concepts also enter the defini-

tion of localizable entanglement29,30, and in the concept
of conditional wavefunctions31,32. By tracking the evolu-
tion of the states and probabilities of the projected en-
semble as a function of time, we can probe for signatures
of the ensemble approaching a Haar-random distribution
(Fig. 1e).
We stress that this concept is distinct from typical

studies of equilibration in quantum many-body systems
where the central object of interest is the reduced den-
sity operator in A, ⇢̂A = TrB(⇢̂), found from trac-
ing out B from the full density operator ⇢̂. Such a re-
duced density operator can be directly constructed from
a weighted average over the projected ensemble states,
⇢̂A =

P
zB

p(zB)| A(zB)ih A(zB)|, but whereas probes
of ⇢̂A only provide information about averages of ensem-
ble observables, by studying the full distribution of states
directly, we probe higher-order fluctuations as well.
To elucidate this distinction, and reveal the emergence

of the random statistical distribution of the projected
ensemble, we employ a Rydberg analog quantum simu-
lator33–35, implemented with alkaline-earth atoms36–39,
which provides high fidelity preparation, evolution, and
readout35 (Ext. Data Fig. 1, Methods). After a variable
evolution time, we perform site-resolved readout in a
fixed measurement basis, yielding experimentally mea-
sured bitstrings, z, which we bipartition into bitstrings
zA and zB for various choices of subsystems A and B,
respectively (Methods).
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen such that, after a

short settling time, themarginal probability of measuring
a given zA (while ignoring the complementary zB) agrees
with the prediction from ⇢̂A being a maximally mixed
state. In the language of quantum thermalization15,40–45,
this prediction is equivalent to saying ⇢̂A has reached
an equilibrium at infinite e↵ective temperature with the
complement B as an e↵ective, intrinsic bath15,16,46. For
instance, for a single-qubit in A such a reduced density
operator equilibrated at infinite e↵ective temperature ap-
pears as ⇢̂A = 1

2

�
|0ih0| + |1ih1|

�
, with a marginal prob-

ability of finding the qubit in state |0i, p(zA = 0), of
1/DA = 0.5, (where DA = 2 is the local dimension of A).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after a short transient period the
experimentally measured probabilities, p(zA = 0) (grey
squares), equilibrate in agreement with this prediction;
we note that post-selection is applied in accordance with
the Rydberg blockade constraint (Methods).
We contrast this equilibration, however, with the dy-

namics of conditional probabilities, p(zA|zB), of mea-
suring a given zA conditioned on finding an accom-
panying measurement outcome in the intrinsic bath,
zB ; note the marginal probability for finding zA is the
weighted average over conditional probabilities, p(zA) =P

zB
p(zB)p(zA|zB). More generally, while p(zA) yields

information of the reduced density operator, such condi-
tional probabilities yield signatures of the projected en-
semble, as p(zA|zB) = |hzA| A(zB)i|2. In Fig. 2a, we plot
numerically simulated p(zA = 0|zB) (grey lines), with se-
lected traces highlighted in color with corresponding ex-

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.03535.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.03536.pdf


Outlook tweezer arrays

1) Quantum computing

2) Quantum simulation 
(quantum many-body physics)

3) Quantum metrology
(use quantum states/systems for precision measurement)

Tweezer arrays are a forefront platform for 
• Quantum Simulation (→ quantum advantage)
• Metrology (→ competetive atomic clocks & quantum metrology)

What about quantum computing? 
• Mid-circuit readout & feedback
• Higher-fidelity two-qubit gates
• Scaling up
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